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Abstract

41,

In a social context of tax-payer revott and educational decline and
retrenchment, there has been renewed interest in the notion of educational
vouchers as a way of financing public education. There have recently been
several voter petition drives to place voucher initiatives on state ballots,and the debate ever the implications and feasibility of vouch2rs has been alively one. This paper examines the /,coucher issue from the perspective ofan educational philosopher, using the voucher debate to raise general questions
about the role of the family and the role of the state in public education.
The autho-: offers a careful analysis of the major claims and arguments of themost well known advocates of educational vouchers, John Coons and Stephen Sugar-man, in their hook, Education Choice--The Case For Family Control(1978).The analysis is followed by an interpretation of the meaning and importance ofthe appeal of voucher plans, especially in terms of claims by their advocatesof increased equity for the poor and minority groups. The approach throughout
the essay is to focus on the philosophical and ideological issues involved,
rather than on questions of costs and expediency of voucher plans.
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EDUCATIONAL VOUCHERS AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR EQUITY

INTRODUCTION

What role ought the family to play in the schooling of young children in

a democratic society? Traditionally, xost families have sent their children

to the neighborhood public school, where they have had little choice with

regard to either its character or its composition. rhese choices and decisions

have been left to professional educators and _to the state, or, more specifically,

to the elected representatives that constitute the state--from legislators who

formulate state education requirenents to local school administrators and board

members who make decisions at the local level. The state was left to set the

character of the public school: by choosing the content of the curiculum, by

deciding on the qualifications for the hiring of teachers and administrators,

and by deciding how to allocate the public expenditure on education. Clearly,

parents were perceived as having some influence on this process through the

ballot box, but in generel there has been a sharp separation betweeen those

decisions appropriate to the family with regard to public schooling and those

more appropriate to the state. By and large, this practice has been accepted by

most as a matter of course and in the public interest, and, aside from movements

to and away from decentralization, this tradition of decision-making in the

nublic school system has remained relatively unquestioned during the first

three-quarters of this century.

In California and in other parts of the nation today, the tradition of limited

family choice in education is facing a severe challenge. There has been a popular

movement in California to place on the electoral ballot a voter initiative that

would drastically change the state constitution to give individual families far

more power in the educational decisions that effect their children. Regardless

of the success of tLe "family choice" initiative, there is little doubt that the
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leaders of the drive, John Coons and Stephen Sugarman, have been very successful

in placing the public school under a challenging new and different scrutiny.

In numerous public appearances and in their book, Education 11, Choice--The Case

For Family Control! Coons and SUgarman have argued that public schooling as we

know it is inequitable and unfree, greatly favoring the rich and denying the poor

and the middle class freedom of choice. Furthermore, schools are marked by a

bureaucratic uniformity that is contrary to the interests of individual children.

The ills of public schooling are massive, and nothing short of a radical trans-

fermation can save the schools. Coons and Sugarman argue that a solution lies

in the infusion of system of family choice and parental control into the public

school system.

Basically, family choice would involve the issuance of educational "vouchers"

to families with school-age children. These vouchers, with a cash value approxi-

mately equivalent to the cost of one year's schooling (say $2000), could then be

"cashed in" at schools which parents choose. While schooling would remain com-

pulsory, a family could now choose to send its children not only to any public

school of its choice but also to any private secular or religious school. Such

a system would be administered by the state, and any school (public or private)

in which vouchers were spent would have only to comply in meeting certain mini-

mum curricular requirements set by the state, as well as ensuring fair admissions

policies and due process protection of Cie rights of all studedts enrolled in

a particular school.

In California, the sides have been drawn, and the debate over vouchers has

been loud, hot, and rhetorical. There are indications that voucher movements

will become popular in the rest of the nation. Some opponents have already

claimed that "vouchers would destroy.public schools and create...playgrounds

for the promotion of prejudice."
2
What are the central issues here? What is

the role of the family in public education in a democracy? The role of the state?



Will family choice bring about a more egalitarian
educational system? Or will

it provide a vehicle for ever, increased segregation and racism? Family choice

and voucher schemes have been proposed before--why do they seem to have such

popular appeal at this time?

in this essay I respond to these questions from the perspective of an

educatioltal philosopher. My concern is to draw out the central issues, using

the voucher debate to raise general questions about the role of the &may and

the role Of the state in public education, while at the same time offering a

car:qul analysis of the major claims and arguments of Coons and Sugarman as the

most popular and articulate advocates of family choice. It is important that

the assumptions and logic of their arguments be drawn out and treated seriously,

for the% raise an important and radical challenge to conventional thinking about

public schooling in America. This critical analysis of the case for family choice

is followed by an interpretation of the meaning and importance of the appeal by

Coons and Sugarman, especially in terms of its claims of increased equity for

thf poor and minority groups. My approach throughout is to focus on the philo-

sophical and ideological issues involved, rather than on the questions of costs

and expedienc!. af a voucher plan. There have already been several excellent dis-

cussions of this latter set of questions, often at the expense of ignoring major

philosophical issues.
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Before examining the merits of the case for family choice as argued

by Coons and Sugarman, it is important to note the place of their work

in the last twn decades of proposals for increased family choice in edu-

cation. There have been several proposals advanced, and, an hanry Levin
3

has pointed out, it is important to distinguish exactly what one has in

mind in arguments for and against vouchers. Indeed, Coons and Sugarman

themselves recognize this in devoting a brief chapter of their book to

placing their own work in the "context of the intellectuql history of choice

in education." The arguments put forth by Coons and Sugarman for their

family choice plan are remarkably similar in many respects to those in

support of the most well-known earlier voucher plan, the proposal advocated

by conservative Nobel economist Milton Friedman nearly twenty-five years ago.
4

Friedman's plan would establish a real educational market-place in which all

children would receive equal vouchers to be "cashed in" at state "approved"

schools, which could also be private and profit making. Each school age

chill would receive an equal share of the public budget for education., but

families could also "add-on" to their voucher allotment to purchase more ex-

pensive schooling for their children.

Like Coons and Sugarman, Friedman also grounds his proposal on basic

criticisms of the public schooling system and its over-control by the govern-

ment. Aware that there may have been a time in the history of schooling in

the United States when it might have made sense to argue the appropriateness

of instilling uniformity in education through increased government control

and bureaucrac, Friedman asserts that such 13tervention is no longer either

necessary or in the best interest of the ration or its children. Rather than

the problem of enforcing conformity, Friedvan suggests that with the present

public schooling system we are threatened by an excess of conformity and
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mediocrity. Furthermore, if it was ever their purpose, public schools are

far from equalizing opportunity. The government monopoly or "nationalization"

of schooling has led only to decreased economic efficiency and freedom of

choice for parents. Like Coons and Sugarman, Friedman's solution was in-

creased choice to parents through vouchers, and restricting government inter-

vention to the role of ensuring minimum standards regarding teaching, student

rights, and providing a minimal core of "common social values required for

a stable society." 5
Schooling ought to be perceived as a consumer investment

with certain market value. Viewing schooling as a competitive enterprise is

likely to more efficient in meeting consumer demands, promote a more healthy

variety of educational alternatives, introduce flexibility into the school

system, and even diminish the class and race distinctions among schools

(which mostly reflect residential segregation in the present system). I will

return to a close examination of many of these arguments in my analysis of

the case put forth by Coons and Sugarman, which seems to lie on a similar

foundation.

Most proposals since the 1955 Friedman plan have been variations of his

scheme. Christopher jencks,
6
attempting to overcome the inequity of a plan

where only the wealthy could afford to add on to the state vouchers to pur-

chase more expensive education, has proposed a plan giving vouchers with greater

dollar value to the poor. The plan proposed by Theodore Sizer and Phillip

Whitten
7
.suggests limiting vouchers to the poor exclusively. Coons and Sugar-

man have suggested a differential voucher plan, which is regulated and would

give any child the right to at. A a chosen school, regardless of family

wealth. These variations give additional credence to Henry Levin's concern

about the importance of distinguishing between types of voucher subsidies, types

of schools involved (public or private or both), the state's role in the

administration and "approval" of schools, and whether or not such schools

1,,



can be profit making.

In the many articles written for and against voucher plans in recent years,

the authors typically note with puzzlement that since first proposed by Fried-

man, voucher plans have drawn support from advocates who occupy very different

places on the political spectrum. Indeed, in an earlier essay, Coons himself

has said that his "family power equalization plan" should be ". . .attractive

to Black Panthers, John Birchers, Muslims, Catholics (laymen, not clerics),

classical liberals, educational experimenters, property owners, residents of

poor districts, and other disparate and overlapping cadres."
8

Few have attempted

to explain the existence of such strange bedfellows. The clue lies la a careful

examination of Coons and Sugarman's argument and the context in which it is

argued. It is to the various elements of the case for family choice that we

now turn.

Coons and Sugarman support their case upon an impressive foundation of

criticism of the public schooling system in the United States. Their criticism

is a serious one, well-rooted in the reality of public schooling, and it cannot

be lightly dismissed. This foundation is buttressed by their use of the

present social context in wich they frame their argument and appeal for family

choice. This context provides a sympathetic atmosphere in which arguments for

family choice are going to have special appeal. In what follows, I first describe
\

l
this foundation of criticism and the a cial context in which it is framed;

I then proceed to the major points of o ns and Sugarman's argument for family

choice, which rests on notions of the best interest of the child, a conceptuali-

zation of the family, the importance of autonomy in education, and a prescrip-

tion for improving educational quality through a competitive consumer model

of education,

1
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THE'CRITIQUE OF THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS

There is a strong and appealing egalitariai theme which pervades both

the criticism upon which Coons and Sugarman support their arguments as well

as the thrust of the arguments themselves. Although not much of their criticism

is directed toward the mindless uniformity, bureaucracy, and inefficiency of

the public schools, their major criticism revolves around the theme of inequality

of the public school system. While children of the rich have always had choice

among a variety of alternatives, poor families are locked into a public monopoly

that offers little or no choice. The result is an institutionalized inequality-

for poor families and their children. Coons and Sugarman claim that this

inequality surfaces in three ways. Poorer families in America are 1) less

likely to be able to provide home remedies for educational ailments; 2) less

likely to be able to escape an underfinanced or mismanaged school by changing

their residence; and 3) less likely to ha Ole ability to i9duce the public

school system to provide the alternative programs or classrooms they prefer.
9

There is little doubt about the legitimacy and correctness of these criticisms.

The poor are both relatively disenfranchised in terms of their ability to

change the schools in their cnmmunities (increasingly controlled by large

distrfct bureaucracies) as well as relatively powerless in terms of the

schooling options that have been more available to the middle and upper

classea. Some critics of voucher proposals, in what often seems a knee-jerk

re'action to protest the public school bureaucracy, .ave been too quick to

dismiss the validity of thes, criticisms and to defend the public schools as

they are.

Furthermore, with the advent of desegregation plans and large-scale bussing,

even the middle-class option of moving into neighborhoods with good schools is

being restricted. Families can no longer rest secure in the knowledge that



they can send their children to the school "around the corner." The problem

is not onli racism and opposition to integration, bvt a sense of decreasing

individual freedom and autonomy for American families. Coons and Sugarman

utilize the notion of individual freedom throughout their arguments, and with

regard to Ole question of integration they cite survey data of the early 1970'3,

showing that while 70% of Americans were in favor of integrated schools, a

large majority opposed compulsory bussing to attain them.
10

THE FAILURE OF SCHOOL REFORM

Coons and Sugarman join this criticism of the public schooling system with

a parallel criticism of the more than two decades of school reform efforts that,

in their estimation, have been largely insufficient or have failed. In a brief

and introductory aay they review the major reform efforts of the 1960's and

1970's, distinguishing family choice from movements of "accountability," curri-

culum reform, community control, school-site budgeting, and the abf.'.ition of

schools. Unlike their criticism of the schools themselves which :ire widely

supported and shared by many, Coons and Sugarman's case against other reform

efforts, and especially why family choicelis more preferable, is not so firmly

grounded. There is some difficulty with the comparability of these efforts

with family choice. Movements for accountabilitY and curriculum reform

have different objectives and can very well go on in schools as they are;

they in no way challenge the school system at the same level AA does family

choice. Likewise, the abolition of schools is not.a reform effort at all

and defies comparison. The only comparable reform has been the movement

toward community control of schools, and here Coons and Sugarman both hedge

and say too little.

COMMUNITY CONTROL

Community control movements are comparable to plans for family choice
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in their objectives: they have arisen out of egalitarian concerns for the

minority poor, they seek to give power and options to those who have been

traditionally disenfranchized, and they seek to break the control of schooling

by large and impersonal administrative bureaucracies. Like family choice

schemes, community control would move the locus of power and decision-making

closer to the lives of the children. Coons and Sugarman hedge in their

discussion of community control in that they do not make a compelling case

for family choice over this option--an option that could be readily available

without radical changes in state legislation and the taxing structure would

not likely involve the Creation of new administrative structures, and would

likely be less costly and less complicated than family choice as well.

Coons and Sugarman's criticisms of community control efforts are of

two sorts. The first is that the data on the success of community control

are not yet, in and there is little evidence that traditional academic achieve-

ment has improved. This criticism is both peculiar and weak in two ways.

First, improvement of traditional academic achievement is seldom used as a

major objective in their case for family choice, yet here it is used as a

major criterion in evaluating the success or. failure of community control.

There are many other criteria which.could be seen as equally important. Second,

in so far as the data aren't in, isn't it far too early to pronounce community

control a failure, especially given the trying political circumstances in

which many community control battles were waged in the laere 1960's? On these

grounds, there are no data on the potential success of family choice, and

hence we could as well judge it a failure.

' The second criticism which Coons and Sugarman lodge against community

control is more substantial. In distinguishing family choice from community

control as a reform effort, they stress the point that family choice would
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give every individual family a choice as to the appropriate schooling for their

children, while with community control, even though it gives the poor communities

control over their schools, individual families would still be subject to majori-

tartan consensus within their communities. For Coons and Sugarman, this con-

dition oppresses local minorities within communities, hence community control,

"while it relies on linkage to the home, for many families it lacks the capacity

to deliver.11

This criticism is a major one and it raises questions of basic philosophical

questions about individuals in societi. For Coons and Sugarman, no form of

majoritarian consensus is satisfactory with regard to schooling, either at the

state or local community levels. The rights of individual choice are to be

protected even over public or community concerns agreed upon through po]itical

consensus. To do otherwise is to be oppressive. There is more support here

for a philosophy of consumerism rather than democracy as a way of making

choices. This assumption and the form of criticism it leads to is particularly

interesting in light of the case for ideological pluralism that Coons and

Sugarman see as a central element later in their argument for family choice;

this is a direction away from the fact that much of their appeal is addressed

to powerless groups in society: the poor, minority racial and ethnic groups,

religious minorities, political minorities (on both the right and left), and

the "non-rich" in general. Although they are clearly aware of thL differences

between the middle classes and the minority poor, the use of the term "non-rich"

allows Coons and Sugarman to cluster their interests together, even though

they are often different and conflicting. This seeming contradiction in

arguing for both pluralist group interests and radical individualism will be

returned to later in this essay. At this point it is sufficient to note the

important philosophical question about the individual's role (as well as the

individual.'s rights and responsibilities) in society.



THE-SOCIAL CONTEXT IN WHICH VOUCHERS ARE PROPOSED

Coons and Sugarman frame the foundation for their argument for family

choice within a contcworary social context in which voucher plans seem

especially appealing. In addition to a long standing atmosphere of dissatis-

faction and criticism of the public schoolb, there is wide-spread general

distrust of government control and spending by government bureaucracies.

Acutely aware of this widespread alienation, Coons and Sugarman make their

case in terms which mesh well with movements toward privatism and individualism,

consumer power, and taxpayer revolt. They are quick to point to the statistics

showing a rapid increase in the percentaGe of American families already

choosing private schools for their children, as well as the inequity of public

taxation--"the rich.get choice and deductions, the poor get sent Eto public

school]."

Perhaps most appealing of all, Coons and Sugarman center their case around

the priority of the family. There is no institution in American society that

has been more romanticized, protected, and stood seemingly impervious to

criticism until recently. Moreover, within the last decade, partially as a

result of a vigorous feminist movement, traditional notions of the family have

been.severely challenged. These traditions have been equally challenged by

the facts. Studies of youth alienation, and in particular, youth suicide,

show alarming increases. On a daily basis, the mass media carry accounts of

equally alarming increases in divorce rates and numbers of battered wives and

children. All of this contributes to a mood of dispair and fear for the eventual

dissolution of the family. Even in,past periods of economic hardship, most

could believe in the stability of the family to help get one through. In the

current period of inflation and tax-revolt, which seems to be touching the

middle classes more than usual, middle-class notions of the family have also

been critically shaken.
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In this atmosphere of alienation and anomie, any proposal which appears

to return integrity and power to the Amerinan family is likely to be attractive.

Coons and Sugarman's proposal for family choice clearly dcies this. Their

stress on family choice and family control rather than the earlier languages

of educational vouchers and entitlements is not likely accidental. "Family

choice" invokes an huagery of stable families sitting down together to rationally

make educational choices in the best interest of their.children. Little could

be. more appealing in an atmosphere where so much else seems unsatisfactory

or uncertain. Like Christopher in his recent book, Coons and Sugarman believe

that the family can be defended from its most recent attacks and they, too,

paint a picture of the American family as a last Haven in a Heartless World.
12

This foundation of massive criticism of the public schools as well as the

1

-critical social context in which Coons and Sugarman frame their appeal for a

voucher system are as important as the points of their aigument themselves.

They provide an ideological &context in which the American public will want to

believe in the efficacy and potential results of the family choice model. By

drawing heavily on current public values--the family, consumer integrity, the

best interest of children, lower taxes, individual freedom, and dissatisfaction

with government control and bureaucracy, Coons and Sugarman create an extremely

sympathetic framework for their argument--a ffamework that is likely to appeal

to a variety of people for a variety of reasons. It now remains for us to

examine the major points of their argument in isolation from this context.

CENTRAL ELEMENTS OF THE COONS AND SUGARMAN PROPOSAL

There are four major areas in which Coons and Sugarman develop their

case for a voucher plan, all of them rest or. extremely tentative assumptions.

These are (1) the naion that the family is the ideal educational decision-

maker; (2) the notion that priority ought to be given in this decision-making

to the' "best interest of the child"; (3) the related notion that the best

es



interest of the child, and of education generally, lies in the development

of "autonomy"; and (4) the notion that the quality of education will dramati-

cally imp:ove through a family choice model involving competition and a consu-

mer/market model for education.

THE FAMILY AS THE IDEAL DECISION-MAKER

The argument for the family as the ideal educational decision-maker is

based ona peculiar train of logic and assumptions, and it is a form of argu-

ment by default. Without specifying in much detail exactly what they mean,

Coons and Sugarman begin their discussion with the limiting assumption that

society's sole objective in education is the best interest of the individual

child and, accordingly, that in no case will government deliberately use ,a

child as an instrument of a social policy inconsistent with his well-being." 13

Given this assumption, Coons and Sugarman reason that the major task is to

decide which is the most appropriate decision-making unit to determine the

best interest of the child. A natural candidate is'ihe state, but they point out

that while most people would agree that education ought to be in the best interest

of the individual child, there is little consensus at the national level over

both the ends and means af education. There is fundamental value conflict and

discord at a general level, And this iwcamplicated by the fact of the individual

differences of each child and the consequent unlikelihood that global objectives

and means Would address the specific needs of each, child. With this assump-

tion, Coons and Sugarman make a move by default. Since society at large often

cannot know the best interest of the child, the sole role of the state is to

decide whom it shall empower to decide what is best.
14

After stipplating that

the process "should always incorporate the child's own voice expressed with

a decision-making community that is knowledgeable and caring about him" and

1
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relying on a vague and undefined "principle of subsidiarity" (small is

better?), Coons and Sugarwan decide that the family is the ideal decision-

making unit. They support their choice of the family with claims that the

family has intimate personal knowledge of the child, spends much more time

with the child than school professionals, is the child'e ultimate confidant

and hence more likely to know and care about the child's needs, and has the

most to gain (or lose) by the child's success or failure in school and is thus

more likely to protect its own interest by making good choices, much like

an investment in property.
15

BEST INTEREST OF THE CHILD

There is much in this line of reasoning that is in need of close examina-

tion and comment. The notion of "best interest of the child" is a most interesting

one. It clearly has great rhetorical appeal without specifying very much. Who,

after all, would argue against the best interest of the child? It functions

like other educational slogans: persuasively appealing to most people, yet

ambiguous enough to allow a variety of interpretations as to their meanings.

In addition to the emptiness of the notion of "best interest" when left so un-

specified, Coons and Sugarman's logic in arriving at the notion is contorted.

From the fact there is a lack of consensus at the national level over tbe goals

and means of education, they reason that society cannot know the best interest of

the individual child.
1F

Yet, Coons and Sugarman have given us little cause to

concede either of these points or to accept them as premises in their argument.

Reasoning from the fact that society'or the state has not reached consensus

on the goals and means of eaucatl.on does not logically imply that such a

consensus cannot ever be reached. Not only is this A faulty way to reason,

the initial assumption is also questionable. There are plenty of instance6
_

that reflect a consensus of the state with regard to education, from the
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language of state education codes to that of Supreme Court decisions.

Coons and Sugarman's second step, in moving from the notion that edu-

cation ought to be in the best interest of the child to the notion that it

is society's sole or primary objective is ju,t as questionable. The history

of public schooling shows that the state's concern with schooling has always

been a major and substantial one, from "americanization" to preparation for

citizenship, to the creation of more equal opportunity, to functional literacy,

to keeping Youth out of the adult labor market. These have been and continue

to be compelling state interests, and they cannot be lightly dismissed as

'ideological fluff' or treated as if they always have lower priority than the

best interest of the child. They seldom have had lower priority, and in

arguing that they do instead of arguing that they should, Coons and Sugarman

make a fundamental misreading of the history of American schooling.

It is not surprising that Coons and Sugarman should see the family as

the ideal decision-making unit for the educational lives of children. Such

a choice is consistent with classical liberalism and a philosophy of individu-

alism, where individual rights and individual property are to receive the

highest priority. Given the difficulty of arguing for the logical extension

of individualism, that is, for the rights of individual children to make their

own decisions, they opt for the family as custodians of the child's individualism

until it reaches the age of reason and responsibility. This alternative is

both more appealing and easier to argue for. There are two central difficul-

ties here. First, they'rely on a vague and unspecified "principle of subsidi-

arity" which they say is "a principle of great value to any political order

concerned with maximizing personalistic values....and hold that responsibility

for dependent individuals ought to belols to the-smaller and more intimate

rather than the larger and more anonymous communities....
17

Although they

tj
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note that such an important principle ought to be thoroughly justified, they

instead assure us that the principle "captuires the grist of common sense,

tradition, and experience." What is most important here is that even if the

principle could be sUbstantiated (and it is not in Coons and Sugarman's work),

it in itself gives us little reason for choosing the family over other small

decision-making units. Coons and Sugarman quickly dismiss this possibility

in less than two pages of their book, arguing that only the family has the

continuity, the altruism, and the personal investment necessary for good

decision-making.

In fact, a rather good case could be made for an alternative decision-

making unit consisting of a coalition of Parents, the child, the teacher,

and perhaps the school principal. To say that this unit often does not

function effectively does not mean that it cannot. One might argue for such

a unit as providing a more balanced. protection of the child, bringing together

the state's interest in the child with the family's interest, guided by some

profossionai expertise in education and pedagogy. Instead, we are provided

with a bogus choice between professionals making assignments for "children

they have never met" and parents supported by professional counselors.

With regard to the family itself, there is much that seems puzzlLng in

the description provided for us. One is not sure whether giving the family

a more complete power over educational decisions is a remedy for rescuing

public schooling or for rescuing an image of the family that no longer cor-

responds to reality. We have already discussed the context of alienation

and family dissolution within which Coons and Sugarman frame their argument.

Everywhere one looks there are data that call ,to question the efficacy of

the family. Divorce rates continue to increase. Increases in child abuse

have been described as an insidious epidemic ind a national disgrace, and

ft

probably the most common cause of death among children today, outnumbering
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those due to any of the infectuous diseases, leukemia, and automobile acci-

dents"
18

. Alienation among the young, and perhaps its most extreme mani-

festation, suicide, has increased rapidly in our culture. Between the years

1950 and 1975, the suicide rate among white young people between the ages

of 15 and 19 increased 171%, compared to an overall increase of 18%. 19

Other forms of violence among the young have also increased. The rate of

death by homicide among the same age group increased more than 2002.
20

In

addition, the traditional household unit is no longer so clearly the family.

It is estimated that one of every four households is now composed'of people

living along or unrelated, an increase of 66% in the last decade. The number

of families headed by individual women has increased 32% in the same decade,

with nearly 30% of all black families headed by a single woman in 1979. 21
In-

terpretations of rhese disturbing data vary with regard to causes and solutions.

They nevertheless point to a deeply troubled society, with many of its basic..

institutions, including the family, undergoing rapid and not always positive

change.

Yet, in their argument for family choice, Coons and Sugarman write as if

this reality were non-existent, and instead paint for us a portrait'of the

family, romanticized to the extreme--a beacon of caring and stability in a sea

of impersonal and control-hungry government agencies. They create a false

dichotomy of choice between a continuous, caring and intimate family on the

one hand, and a cool, abstract, non-altrustic, and "shallow professional

relation of education" on the other. Between the "staunch commitment of

parents" whose love "is the historic archetype of altruism", add a govern-

ment that makes choices "in total ignorance of the child's wishes or special

qualities"
22

, how could one choose otherwise? To label this dichotomy as

false and misleading is not to argue that families cannot be caring and al- %

truistic and that school systems are not cold and bureaucratic. It is only

fw
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to say that they are not necessarily so, and one could marshal a great deal

of evidence to show that they are often places marked by opposite qualities.

In their argument for the fam-ly as the ideal decision-making unit, Coons

and Sugarman are unconvincing with their romantization of the family as well

as their distorted vision of what they would have us believe are the necessary

qualities of public schools and professional educators.

In addition to these questionable claims and assumptions about the best

interest of the child and the family as the ideal decision-making unit, there

are two other elements that play a central role in their argument for a voucher

plan. One is their discussion of education for autonomy, and the other is the

notion that the quality of education will dramatically improve through a fam-

ily choice model involving competition and a consumer/market model. Both.of

these notions are as equally questionable as the first two, and we now turn

to each of them.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF AUTONOMY

Hard pressed to say something more about the ambiguous notion of "best

interest of the child", Coons and Sugarman introduce in chapter five of their

book the equally difficult notion of autonomy. For them, the best interest of

the child is the development of the child into an autonomous individual. Their

discussion begins with an initial difficulty, in that in so far as they are

trying to convinoe us with an argument, they do not substantiate their choice

of autonomy over other likely candidates .for best inteiest, such as happiness,

self-fulfillment, contribution to society, good citizenship, or scholastic

achievement. They merely advance autonomy as their personal choice. Because

it is easy to accept autonomy as a dedireable goal in the education of children,

it is also easy to overlook the fact that coons and sugarman are asserting it

as the goal of education. Once this concession is made, they are well on their

way in their argument. But even if we were to assume that autonomy were the
0.



goal, there are other grave difficulties along the path.

Coons and Sugarman begin with an impressive and persuasive definition

of autOnomy as "the full development of the child's latent capacities for

independent reflection and for judgment on issues of personal morality and

social justice; it is the link between intellect and responsible action."23

Their definition continues with the conditions under which autonomy can be

attained:

But autonomy requires more than minimums; we believe it demands
the child's exposure to and dialogue with issues of justice and
personal morality. His education should draw him into that human
exchange about the nature of the good life which in large measure
is the central subject of the permanent debate among a democraticpeople. 24

It is easy to be impressed by definition. In many ways it captures the

everyday ideology of pluralism in q democratic society as well as what many

believe ought 'to be going on in schools. Yet, even if we were to accept

this sense of autonomy as an important goal of education, there are two

sorts of difficulties that immediately follow. First, no sooner have they

given us the definition than they begin to restrict and limit it tremendously.

They quickly add that autonomy can involve a rejection of family ways, eth-

nicity, childhood religion;...but it need not. Autonomy is neither rescue

from mother and father nor does it entail "liberation from adult imposition. "25

Autonomy is not necessarily a condition of an actor freely acting in the world,

but rather some state of mind, "it is a state of personal being approachable

by even the most wretched and objectively dependent of humans.
"26

Just as

quickly as we were impressedby their definition of autonomy, we become un-

impressed and lose any sense of what they might mean by the u. n. We

suspect the qualifirations on the definition are rhetorical ones, calculated

to appeal to pa.ents who might be attracted to the notion of family choice

and control, but uneasy about autonomy being interpreted as more freedom for
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their children.

The second difficulty has to do with the way Coons and Sugarman argue that

it is impossible for the public schools to produce autonomy in children while

family choice schools would. Titeir artument for the impossibility of autonomy

in the public schools begins from the idea that many arguments for autonomy

are based on the notion of the neutrality of teaching and teachers. But,

they argue, it is an illusion that public educational institutions (or the

people who work in them) can be neutral. Hence, if public schools cannot

be neutral, they conclude (and here is the flaw in their argument) the

development of autonomy is impossible within the public schools. Yet, even

if their premise about the illusion of neutrality is true, all that Coons

and sugarman have shown is that in so far as the development of autonomy

is dependent on neutrality, it is an impossibility in the schools. Not

only have they not shown neutrality to be a necessary condition.for autonomy,

they ignore the many other conditions besides neutrality which might foster

autonomy. In fact, there is ample evidence that many autonomous individuals

have been the prodUct of public schools, despite their non-neutrality. Aren't

we to believe that Coons and Sugarman are addressing their arguments to

those of us who are autonomous individ4als capable of making choices as well

as products of the public school?

The argument put forth for the likely development of autonomy in family

choice schools is faulty in a similar way. They argue that the non-neutrality

of family-choice schools is a necessary condition for the development of

autonomy. The reasoning here is based on extremely vague, and unsubstantiated

assumptions in a train of logic that approaches the mystical. Family choice

schools, in their non-neutrality, would foster autonomy because "there may be

a linkage between tribal ways and the path to independent moral Judgment." 27
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Here e a e to believe that even in those schools marked by extremely narrow

values, au onomy would be a likely end product.

T e 11103t important experience within schools of choice Egyl be thechil 's observation of trusted adults gripped by a moral concern whichis shared and endorsed by its own family....Even where particular
values seem narrow and one-sided, a child's engagement with them at acrucial stsge of his development !might secure his allegiance to that
ideallof human reciprocity which is indespensable to our view of autonomy.
(emphasis mine) 28

Note the use of the words jay' and might in the above passage. Basically, Coons

and Sugarman are arguing from the possibility of something happening to its

necessary occurrance. They follow this reasoning with an example of a child in

a Black Muslim school, who through learning about black heros who have suffered

injustice, will make an existential leap to learning about injustice as a

universal problem,a mari, truly autonomous individual. While surely a

desired outcome, we havt ea3un to believe it is a necessary one. If, in

fact, Coons and Sugarmen were correct about this necessary outcome oc. non-

neutrality, and it is likely that they are not, it would constitute a good ar-

gument for public schools as they are, because Coons and Sugarman have convinced

us that they aren't neutral.

In summary, while we might agree with Coons and Sugarman that the

development of autonomy is a desirable goal for children, they have not been

convincing in their description of what is fully entailed by the notion, they

have not made a solid case that autonomy ought to be the primary goal of

education, nor have they convincingly argued that the public school monopoly

does not produce autonomy while family choice schools would. In so far as best

interest and zu_Aol_Isim are central to their justification for a voucher system,

they have been singularly unconvincing.
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IMPROVING QUALITY THROUGH VOUCHERS

The fourth and last major element in the argument for family choice is

the notion that the quality of education will dramatically improve through a

family choice model inirolving competition and a consumertmarket model. Entailed

in this notion of improved quality are the ideas that the ideological diversity

that would come with family choice schocils would strengthen the nation, that

racism would decrease; and that integration would incrd'ase and be more successful.

These last notions are important in that critics of voucher schemes have been

quick to point out that family choice would encourage the developemnt of segre-

gationist private white academies. This was, in fact, a result of the tuition

voucher schools which were set up in six southern states after the Brown deci-

sion. All six of these efforts were eventually declared unconstitutional by

the courts.
29

To their credit, the plan advanced by Coons and Sugarman is a

regulated voucher scheme under which it would be illegal to discriminate on

grounds of race or sex in admissiona to family choice schools. However, whether

racism would decrease and integration increase is another question. Schools

would have an incentive to "discriminate" oesegrate: through a strong

advertising appeal that makes obvious the clientele who are sought and the en-

vironment that will characterize the school. No blacks allowed will not be

necessary in "Christian 'Family Schools" emphasizing fundamentalist interpretations

4
of the Bible. Black Panther schools will hardly need to discriminate against

whites in admissions. It is likely that the oUtcome would be even.more segregation

along even more diverse dimensions.
30

Although Coons and Sugarman are anxious to dissociate their proposal from

the unregulated voucher scheme and pure market model first proposed by Milton

Friedman, much of the language of their argument ie similar and couched in

notions of a competitive market model for education. Basically, education is
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seen as a private investment where parents will act (choose) in such a way as

to maximize their investment. Through a good inforMation system (both formal

and informal), schools that are good investments will become known, while those

that are not will die due to lack of patronage, just as inferior Products

eventually die through competition in the marketplace. Because public schooling

is currently a monopoly with a captive audience, there ii no way to improve or

.eliminate the inferior. As Coons has stated in a recent interview, "its not

like any other institution in the market where if it isn't 'performing up to a

people's ideas of what it should be doing it simply dies. There is no way for

a public school to die. We would like to provide it with that opportunity. 31

There are two basic questions which must be asked of this market analogy..

The first is whether all schooling ought to be considered as just a private

cOnsumer good subject to the trials of a competitive market. The second

question has to do with whether competition in the market actually works the way

Coons and Sugarman suggest it does, and whether, in the case of schooling, it

would produce substantial increases in overall quality. The notion of education

as a private consumer good, while attractive in a social climate of individualism,

consumer movements, tax revolt, and a tight economy, stands against a history

of more than a century of public schooling. Both in this country and elsewhere,

public schooling has been perceived as a major element in fostering the common

good of society, not private interests. Whether schooling is perceived as a

major ideological apparatus of the state or the ideal training ground for good

citizenship,.all states have used public schooling to support their sense of the

common good. In our own country, the common good has been interpreted as prepara-

tion fer social democracy. As Levin, Tyack, and others have pointed out,
32

to

dismiss to diminish this fundamental role of public schooling is not only to

challenge the actual historical role of the school (and there is ample evidence
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that it has performed this role effectively although far from perfectly), but

also to fundamentally challenge the goals of social democracy add suggest a

perhaps dangerous form of privatism. R. Freeman Butts
33

also reminds us that

not only would a voucher scheme move us toward privatism, but it would do so

at public expense; that is, for the first time in history private educational

endeavors of all sorts--religious, ideological, or whatever--would be financed

through public taxation. It is important to note that to raise these questions

about the historical role of the public school, in this society or in any other,

is not nexessarily to defend them as they are, but rather to point out what is

at stake in funamentally disrupting that role.

A question of equal gravity is whether or not.competition would function

in the way that voucher advocates claim that it would. Stephen Arons has

raised several questi^:,.. Aout the analogy to a regulated market system,

noting the potential dangerous effects in the wide separation between consumers

and producers, the possible presense of a profit motive which would outweigh

motives in the public interest, and the possibility that an information system

could turn into advertising hucksterism.
34

The notion that improved quality

always follows from competition is equally questionable. There is little

evidence of this in other "competitive" products of mass consumption: whether

it be television, the newspaper industry, or the automobile industry. True,

there are many alternatives to choose from, but it is a fundamental mistake to

equate the presense of alternatives wlth either higher quality or what the

public wants. It may be a serious mistake to equate public wants with public

needs. All that might be guaranteed by a voucher scheme is that some sort of

educational options would .exist, not necessarily those that families want or

need. Like commercial TV, the public may be faced wlth a plethora of "alternatives,"

none of which are particularly good or attractive. Here, the poot, in whose name ,
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; family choice is most often advance, might be especially vulnerable, not

having the time or resources to take advantage of the voucher option to

start their won schools. Short of starting your own shcool, there is no

guarantee of getting what you want. Like so many other educational reforms,

all that would be guaranteed is a formal equality of opportunity, not an actual

equality of results.

VOUCHERS AND EQUALITY

This last concern leads us to the egalitarian theme in the improved quality

of education which Coons and Sugarman see resulting from their voucher Olen.

They make three claims along these lines, which they say are in keepng with the

traditional objectives of schooling. Their voucher plan would help foster a con-

sensus supporting the constitutional order through the system of educational

pluralism that would result, racism would decrease, and integration would

increase. While these are all impiertant and desirable objectives for our

society, there is no strong evidence that would cause us to believe that any of

these results would follow from the institution of a voucher plan. If

anything, what little evidence there is points in the other direction.

While we agree with Coons and Sugarman on the value of the ideological

diversity and educational pluralism that a voucher system would seemingly support

their notion that national consensus would be increased is replete with diffi-

culties. They point out that the pluralism that they support is not the tradi-

tional notion of competitive groups whose interests are the subject of

negotiation and compromise in the political arena, but rather a pluralism of

individucas (or individual families) whose rights to idt 1.ogical diversity in

education are paramount. For Coons and Sugarman, family choice schools would,

entail more emotionally secure children, and a child in such a sLhool "...is

likely not only to be more toleiant, but also to be concerned with maintaining
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the social order which has respected. .35
There is little evidence to support

any of the three assumptions in this claim, let alone the resulting claim

that the national consensus would be improved throngh a system supporting

extreme ideological diversity. If anything, the history of public schooling

in this country has shown remarkable success in fostering consensus through

a lack of diversity.

That a voucher system would also be more democratic, as Coons and

Sugarman claim, is also problematic. The history of democracy from its

evolution in the Greek city-state to the representative democracy of the present

has always entailed some 'form of majoritarian political consensus. While there

has always been a tension and a concern for the Protection of individual rights

like free speech and the vote, no form of democracy has existed which entailed

the rights of individuals to override or ignore points of concensus on the

common good. To claim that family choice through its philosophy of individualism

is more democratic is to fuMamentally misconstrue or misunderstand the notion

of democracy; in fact, the opposite may be the case. A democratic concensus

may very well be dependent on a set of shared values and traditions which

radical individualism would.work against.

With regard to the issues of racism and integration, there is again

little evidence that would lead us to believe that family choice would improve

matters very much. The case that Coons and Sugarman-offer is based largely

on speculation. They reason that were voluntary (ils opposed to forced) inte-

gration to occur, implicit racism in the schools would likely decline, since

the grounds for racism, compulsion and hostility, would have been removed. They

further speculate that given a choice between quality integrated schools, and

private segregationist academies such as those which developed in the South

after the Brown decision, most families would choose integration. There is no

doubt that some white families would opt for integration, but the suggestion
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that most woujd flies in the face of what did happen in the South as well as

in the case of "white flight" from northern urban centers: both are clear ex-

amples of private choice and just as likely indications of future directions

under a system of ptiblicly subsidized family choice.

In the end, we are most bothered by the conclusions which are left after

the speculations of improvements are removed from the analysis offered by

Coons and Sugarman. In so far as they are committed to the enfranchisement

of the poor, the elimination of racism, and the integration of the public

schools, which they vigorously asset a'.7 the major objectives of education,

we are bothered by their acceptance of the abusive forms of racism that are

likely to,continue under the system of family choice which they propose:

Nevertheless, abuses are impossible to eliminate and should be
expected td continue under a system of choice, even though we pre-
dict that on the whole self-selected integration would tend to
diminish such practices. As is now true, private misbehavior
could give particular shcools informal reputations as places ill
which minorities (or whites) are not welcome. The law is helpless
to prevent this whether or not choice is the.policy. However,
choice may at least make private racism more nearly bearable
where a selection of popular integrated schools is available and
where the rights of families choosing any schools are vigorously
defended.36 (emphasis mine)

There is a similar recognition and acceptance that segregation might continue,

even under a system of family choice:

However, if government has established and consistently striven
to maintain the conditions of free choice for individuals, we could
not condemn those among us of.any color who have chosen by racial
clustering in their education to preserve special racial links they may
value for reasons of their own. These persons bear no duty to justify
their preference; indeed, such deeply personal values could scarcely be
communicated to those who do not already share them*GOO We understand
such a committment to be a fundamental and defining feature of our own
society. The choice of racial separation, so long as it is free, tiould
be solemnly respected, even if the motivation of those (including ()lir-
selves) who promote this principle deserves close scrutiny.37

We have in these two passages serious contradictions in the overall argument

put before us by Coons and Sugarman. In so far as integration and the Wild-

44,

t
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nation of racism are major objectives of education in our society, there is some

doubt that Coons and Sugarman belieVe that they should have a greater priority

than rights to individual choice. In so far as increased integration and the

eli6ination of racism are major justifications for the institution of a voucher

system, we have been given little evidence to believe that these objectives

would result. In fact, we have in these passages the recognition that they

are not likely to result. How, then, are we to interpret the argument put

bufóre us by Coons and Sugarman, a case that on the one hand has appealed to

so many, yet on the other hand is so deficient in its assumptions and logic?

It is to this interpretation that we turn in our concluding section.

In an earlier section of this paper we were intrigued and puzzled by

the fact that the case for vouchers seemed to appeal to very divergent groups,

."Black Panthers, John Birchers, Muslims, Catholics, classical liberals, educa7

tional experimenters property owners, residents of poor districts, and other

disparate and overlapping cadres." The solution to this puzzle is now at hand.

On the one hand, it Is quite clear that many who have been attracted to the

notion of vouchers have also focused their attention on various aspects of

vounchers and not on the voueher proposals,in their entirety. The use of persua-

sive language and slogans (which are often ambiguous and empty) by the principle

advocates of vouchers have made it especially easy to do this. Thus vouchers

are likely to appeal to individuals because they seem, to satisfy particular

interests rather than because they endorse vouchers in their entirety. Will

vouchers decrease uniformity? Will vouchers reduce levels of or increases in

taxation? Will they give me a chance to start a radical (or conservative) school?

Will school quality improve? Will racism be decreased? Will the family be

reinforced? Will pluralism in society increase? Will the national concensus

supporting the state increase? Will private schools be saved? Will I be able
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to send my child to a school that is mostly white (or mostly black)? Will

equal opportunity increase? Will I be able to avoid bussing my children?

Interestingly enough, voucher plans have been presented to us as a single

educational reform that answers all.of these serious concerns with a re-

sounding "yes." No wonder natural-intuition is beginning to draw out those

who are skeptical of such a panecea.

On the other band, we are intrigued as to why the case for vouchers, es-

pecially as put forth by Coons and Sugarman can function in this persuasive

way, when so little of social science scholarship does. In the last analysis,

we find that the case for family choice is not an example of social science at

all. ft is a political treatise, calculated to persuade with rhetorial language

and personal appeal in the way a lawyer might address a jury in a concluding

argument, and not to convince one in the manner of a good philosophical or

scientific argument, which rest on the clarity of its terms, the soundness

of its logic, and the evidence of its assumptions.

There is a deeper reason, though, for the attractiveness of the case put

forth by Coons and Sugarman. Like good lawyers in a courtroom, they have done

their homework and assessed the jury quite well. They are acutely aware of the

social context in which they frame their argument, and they have been able to

capture the mood of the country and the concerns of its people. This mood has

been a conservative and increasingly libertarian one, oriented around the con-

trol of government (especially government spending) and a philosophy of

radical individualism. The liberalism they espouse often resembles the early

nineteenth century version of liberalism, which focused on freedom, the individual

as the ultimate entity of society, and a laissez faire economic system, rather

than the public welfare and actual as opposed to formal equality. As Hilton
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C.

Friedman points out with distaste, this "true liberalism" is now labeled

conservative. Twentieth century liberalism, Friedtan contends, regards

welfare and equality as either prerequisites of or alternatives to freedom.
38

Coons and Sugarmanhave tried to appeal to both types of liberals, but

as a substantial argument their case is both a weak one as well as one which

raises serious questions as to whether they can have it both ways. In a sense,

ihe rhetorical appeal of their case is a good example of what Michael Walzer

has called the "crisis of liberal triumph," resulting from the maximization

of an untempered individualism for all. 39
There has always been a tension

in any form of democracy between the public good, majoritarian concensus, and

the rights of minority groups and individuals. Family choice suggests that

putting more control in the hands of individuals through a laissez faire ed-

ucational system will still be in the public interest. We think not. We

agree with George La Noue:

Substituting consumer accountability for political accountability
is not in the long run a good bargain for either parents or society.
Majority rule should be tempered with a respect for minority differences
and public education should offer many alternatives, but deciding educa-
tional policy forces a society to confront ultimate questions about its
future. Such decisions are better made through the democratic process
than the marketplace."
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